"Ladder" diagrams
Ladder diagrams are specialized schematics commonly used to document industrial control logic systems. They are
called "ladder" diagrams because they resemble a ladder, with two vertical rails (supply power) and as many
"rungs" (horizontal lines) as there are control circuits to represent. If we wanted to draw a simple ladder diagram
showing a lamp that is controlled by a hand switch, it would look like this:

The "L1" and "L2" designations refer to the two poles of a 120 VAC supply, unless otherwise noted. L1 is the "hot"
conductor, and L2 is the grounded ("neutral") conductor. These designations have nothing to do with inductors, just
to make things confusing. The actual transformer or generator supplying power to this circuit is omitted for
simplicity. In reality, the circuit looks something like this:

Typically in industrial relay logic circuits, but not always, the operating voltage for the switch contacts and relay
coils will be 120 volts AC. Lower voltage AC and even DC systems are sometimes built and documented according to
"ladder" diagrams:

So long as the switch contacts and relay coils are all adequately rated, it really doesn't matter what level of voltage
is chosen for the system to operate with.
Note the number "1" on the wire between the switch and the lamp. In the real world, that wire would be labeled
with that number, using heat-shrink or adhesive tags, wherever it was convenient to identify. Wires leading to the
switch would be labeled "L1" and "1," respectively. Wires leading to the lamp would be labeled "1" and "L2,"
respectively. These wire numbers make assembly and maintenance very easy. Each conductor has its own unique
wire number for the control system that it's used in. Wire numbers do not change at any junction or node, even if

wire size, color, or length changes going into or out of a connection point. Of course, it is preferable to maintain
consistent wire colors, but this is not always practical. What matters is that any one, electrically continuous point in
a control circuit possesses the same wire number. Take this circuit section, for example, with wire #25 as a single,
electrically continuous point threading to many different devices:

In ladder diagrams, the load device (lamp, relay coil, solenoid coil, etc.) is almost always drawn at the right-hand
side of the rung. While it doesn't matter electrically where the relay coil is located within the rung, it does matter
which end of the ladder's power supply is grounded, for reliable operation.
Take for instance this circuit:

Here, the lamp (load) is located on the right-hand side of the rung, and so is the ground connection for the power
source. This is no accident or coincidence; rather, it is a purposeful element of good design practice. Suppose that
wire #1 were to accidently come in contact with ground, the insulation of that wire having been rubbed off so that
the bare conductor came in contact with grounded, metal conduit. Our circuit would now function like this:

With both sides of the lamp connected to ground, the lamp will be "shorted out" and unable to receive power to light
up. If the switch were to close, there would be a short-circuit, immediately blowing the fuse.
However, consider what would happen to the circuit with the same fault (wire #1 coming in contact with ground),
except this time we'll swap the positions of switch and fuse (L2 is still grounded):

This time the accidental grounding of wire #1 will force power to the lamp while the switch will have no effect. It is
much safer to have a system that blows a fuse in the event of a ground fault than to have a system that
uncontrollably energizes lamps, relays, or solenoids in the event of the same fault. For this reason, the load(s) must
always be located nearest the grounded power conductor in the ladder diagram.

•

REVIEW:
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Ladder diagrams (sometimes called "ladder logic") are a type of electrical notation and symbology frequently
used to illustrate how electromechanical switches and relays are interconnected.
The two vertical lines are called "rails" and attach to opposite poles of a power supply, usually 120 volts AC.
L1 designates the "hot" AC wire and L2 the "neutral" (grounded) conductor.
Horizontal lines in a ladder diagram are called "rungs," each one representing a unique parallel circuit
branch between the poles of the power supply.
Typically, wires in control systems are marked with numbers and/or letters for identification. The rule is, all
permanently connected (electrically common) points must bear the same label.

Digital logic functions
We can construct simply logic functions for our hypothetical lamp circuit, using multiple contacts, and document
these circuits quite easily and understandably with additional rungs to our original "ladder." If we use standard
binary notation for the status of the switches and lamp (0 for unactuated or de-energized; 1 for actuated or
energized), a truth table can be made to show how the logic works:

Now, the lamp will come on if either contact A or contact B is actuated, because all it takes for the lamp to be
energized is to have at least one path for current from wire L1 to wire 1. What we have is a simple OR logic function,
implemented with nothing more than contacts and a lamp.

We can mimic the AND logic function by wiring the two contacts in series instead of parallel:

Now, the lamp energizes only if contact A and contact B are simultaneously actuated. A path exists for current from
wire L1 to the lamp (wire 2) if and only if both switch contacts are closed.
The logical inversion, or NOT, function can be performed on a contact input simply by using a normally-closed
contact instead of a normally-open contact:

Now, the lamp energizes if the contact is not actuated, and de-energizes when the contact is actuated.
If we take our OR function and invert each "input" through the use of normally-closed contacts, we will end up with
a NAND function. In a special branch of mathematics known as Boolean algebra, this effect of gate function identity

changing with the inversion of input signals is described by DeMorgan's Theorem, a subject to be explored in more

detail in a later chapter.
The lamp will be energized if either contact is unactuated. It will go out only if both contacts are actuated
simultaneously.
Likewise, if we take our AND function and invert each "input" through the use of normally-closed contacts, we will
end up with a NOR function:

A pattern quickly reveals itself when ladder circuits are compared with their logic gate counterparts:

•
•
•

Parallel contacts are equivalent to an OR gate.
Series contacts are equivalent to an AND gate.
Normally-closed contacts are equivalent to a NOT gate (inverter).

We can build combinational logic functions by grouping contacts in series-parallel arrangements, as well. In the
following example, we have an Exclusive-OR function built from a combination of AND, OR, and inverter (NOT)
gates:

The top rung (NC contact A in series with NO contact B) is the equivalent of the top NOT/AND gate combination. The
bottom rung (NO contact A in series with NC contact B) is the equivalent of the bottom NOT/AND gate combination.
The parallel connection between the two rungs at wire number 2 forms the equivalent of the OR gate, in allowing
either rung 1 or rung 2 to energize the lamp.
To make the Exclusive-OR function, we had to use two contacts per input: one for direct input and the other for
"inverted" input. The two "A" contacts are physically actuated by the same mechanism, as are the two "B" contacts.
The common association between contacts is denoted by the label of the contact. There is no limit to how many
contacts per switch can be represented in a ladder diagram, as each new contact on any switch or relay (either
normally-open or normally-closed) used in the diagram is simply marked with the same label.
Sometimes, multiple contacts on a single switch (or relay) are designated by a compound labels, such as "A-1" and
"A-2" instead of two "A" labels. This may be especially useful if you want to specifically designate which set of
contacts on each switch or relay is being used for which part of a circuit. For simplicity's sake, I'll refrain from such
elaborate labeling in this lesson. If you see a common label for multiple contacts, you know those contacts are all
actuated by the same mechanism.
If we wish to invert the output of any switch-generated logic function, we must use a relay with a normally-closed
contact. For instance, if we want to energize a load based on the inverse, or NOT, of a normally-open contact, we
could do this:

We will call the relay, "control relay 1," or CR1. When the coil of CR1 (symbolized with the pair of parentheses on the
first rung) is energized, the contact on the second rung opens, thus de-energizing the lamp. From switch A to the
coil of CR1, the logic function is noninverted. The normally-closed contact actuated by relay coil CR1 provides a
logical inverter function to drive the lamp opposite that of the switch's actuation status. Applying this inversion
strategy to one of our inverted-input functions created earlier, such as the OR-to-NAND, we can invert the output
with a relay to create a noninverted function:

From the switches to the coil of CR1, the logical function is that of a NAND gate. CR1's normally-closed contact
provides one final inversion to turn the NAND function into an AND function.
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REVIEW:
Parallel contacts are logically equivalent to an OR gate.
Series contacts are logically equivalent to an AND gate.
Normally closed (N.C.) contacts are logically equivalent to a NOT gate.
A relay must be used to invert the output of a logic gate function, while simple normally-closed switch
contacts are sufficient to represent inverted gate inputs.

Permissive and interlock circuits
A practical application of switch and relay logic is in control systems where several process conditions have to be
met before a piece of equipment is allowed to start. A good example of this is burner control for large combustion
furnaces. In order for the burners in a large furnace to be started safely, the control system requests "permission"
from several process switches, including high and low fuel pressure, air fan flow check, exhaust stack damper
position, access door position, etc. Each process condition is called a permissive, and each permissive switch contact
is wired in series, so that if any one of them detects an unsafe condition, the circuit will be opened:

If all permissive conditions are met, CR1 will energize and the green lamp will be lit. In real life, more than just a
green lamp would be energized: usually a control relay or fuel valve solenoid would be placed in that rung of the
circuit to be energized when all the permissive contacts were "good:" that is, all closed. If any one of the permissive
conditions are not met, the series string of switch contacts will be broken, CR2 will de-energize, and the red lamp
will light.
Note that the high fuel pressure contact is normally-closed. This is because we want the switch contact to open if
the fuel pressure gets too high. Since the "normal" condition of any pressure switch is when zero (low) pressure is
being applied to it, and we want this switch to open with excessive (high) pressure, we must choose a switch that is
closed in its normal state.
Another practical application of relay logic is in control systems where we want to ensure two incompatible events
cannot occur at the same time. An example of this is in reversible motor control, where two motor contactors are
wired to switch polarity (or phase sequence) to an electric motor, and we don't want the forward and reverse

contactors energized simultaneously:

When contactor M1 is energized, the 3 phases (A, B, and C) are connected directly to terminals 1, 2, and 3 of the
motor, respectively. However, when contactor M2 is energized, phases A and B are reversed, A going to motor
terminal 2 and B going to motor terminal 1. This reversal of phase wires results in the motor spinning the opposite
direction. Let's examine the control circuit for these two contactors:

Take note of the normally-closed "OL" contact, which is the thermal overload contact activated by the "heater"
elements wired in series with each phase of the AC motor. If the heaters get too hot, the contact will change from
its normal (closed) state to being open, which will prevent either contactor from energizing.
This control system will work fine, so long as no one pushes both buttons at the same time. If someone were to do
that, phases A and B would be short-circuited together by virtue of the fact that contactor M1 sends phases A and B
straight to the motor and contactor M2 reverses them; phase A would be shorted to phase B and visa-versa.
Obviously, this is a bad control system design!
To prevent this occurrence from happening, we can design the circuit so that the energization of one contactor
prevents the energization of the other. This is called interlocking, and it is accomplished through the use of auxiliary
contacts on each contactor, as such:

Now, when M1 is energized, the normally-closed auxiliary contact on the second rung will be open, thus preventing
M2 from being energized, even if the "Reverse" pushbutton is actuated. Likewise, M1's energization is prevented
when M2 is energized. Note, as well, how additional wire numbers (4 and 5) were added to reflect the wiring
changes.
It should be noted that this is not the only way to interlock contactors to prevent a short-circuit condition. Some
contactors come equipped with the option of a mechanical interlock: a lever joining the armatures of two contactors
together so that they are physically prevented from simultaneous closure. For additional safety, electrical interlocks
may still be used, and due to the simplicity of the circuit there is no good reason not to employ them in addition to
mechanical interlocks.
REVIEW:

•

•

Switch contacts installed in a rung of ladder logic designed to interrupt a circuit if certain physical conditions
are not met are called permissive contacts, because the system requires permission from these inputs to
activate.
Switch contacts designed to prevent a control system from taking two incompatible actions at once (such as
powering an electric motor forward and backward simultaneously) are called interlocks.

Motor control circuits
The interlock contacts installed in the previous section's motor control circuit work fine, but the motor will run only
as long as each pushbutton switch is held down. If we wanted to keep the motor running even after the operator
takes his or her hand off the control switch(es), we could change the circuit in a couple of different ways: we could
replace the pushbutton switches with toggle switches, or we could add some more relay logic to "latch" the control
circuit with a single, momentary actuation of either switch. Let's see how the second approach is implemented,since

it is commonly used in industry:

When the "Forward" pushbutton is actuated, M1 will energize, closing the normally-open auxiliary contact in parallel
with that switch. When the pushbutton is released, the closed M1 auxiliary contact will maintain current to the coil of
M1, thus latching the "Forward" circuit in the "on" state. The same sort of thing will happen when the "Reverse"
pushbutton is pressed. These parallel auxiliary contacts are sometimes referred to as seal-in contacts, the word
"seal" meaning essentially the same thing as the word latch.
However, this creates a new problem: how to stop the motor! As the circuit exists right now, the motor will run
either forward or backward once the corresponding pushbutton switch is pressed, and will continue to run as long as
there is power. To stop either circuit (forward or backward), we require some means for the operator to interrupt
power to the motor contactors. We'll call this new switch, Stop:

Now, if either forward or reverse circuits are latched, they may be "unlatched" by momentarily pressing the "Stop"
pushbutton, which will open either forward or reverse circuit, de-energizing the energized contactor, and returning
the seal-in contact to its normal (open) state. The "Stop" switch, having normally-closed contacts, will conduct
power to either forward or reverse circuits when released.
So far, so good. Let's consider another practical aspect of our motor control scheme before we quit adding to it. If
our hypothetical motor turned a mechanical load with a lot of momentum, such as a large air fan, the motor might
continue to coast for a substantial amount of time after the stop button had been pressed. This could be problematic
if an operator were to try to reverse the motor direction without waiting for the fan to stop turning. If the fan was
still coasting forward and the "Reverse" pushbutton was pressed, the motor would struggle to overcome that inertia
of the large fan as it tried to begin turning in reverse, drawing excessive current and potentially reducing the life of
the motor, drive mechanisms, and fan. What we might like to have is some kind of a time-delay function in this
motor control system to prevent such a premature startup from happening.
Let's begin by adding a couple of time-delay relay coils, one in parallel with each motor contactor coil. If we use
contacts that delay returning to their normal state, these relays will provide us a "memory" of which direction the
motor was last powered to turn. What we want each time-delay contact to do is to open the starting-switch leg of
the opposite rotation circuit for several seconds, while the fan coasts to a halt.

If the motor has been running in the forward direction, both M1 and TD1 will have been energized. This being the
case, the normally-closed, timed-closed contact of TD1 between wires 8 and 5 will have immediately opened the
moment TD1 was energized. When the stop button is pressed, contact TD1 waits for the specified amount of time
before returning to its normally-closed state, thus holding the reverse pushbutton circuit open for the duration so M2
can't be energized. When TD1 times out, the contact will close and the circuit will allow M2 to be energized, if the
reverse pushbutton is pressed. In like manner, TD2 will prevent the "Forward" pushbutton from energizing M1 until
the prescribed time delay after M2 (and TD2) have been de-energized.
The careful observer will notice that the time-interlocking functions of TD1 and TD2 render the M1 and M2 interlocking
contacts redundant. We can get rid of auxiliary contacts M1 and M2 for interlocks and just use TD1 and TD2's
contacts, since they immediately open when their respective relay coils are energized, thus "locking out" one
contactor if the other is energized. Each time delay relay will serve a dual purpose: preventing the other contactor
from energizing while the motor is running, and preventing the same contactor from energizing until a prescribed
time after motor shutdown. The resulting circuit has the advantage of being simpler than the previous example:

•
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REVIEW:
Motor contactor (or "starter") coils are typically designated by the letter "M" in ladder logic diagrams.
Continuous motor operation with a momentary "start" switch is possible if a normally-open "seal-in" contact
from the contactor is connected in parallel with the start switch, so that once the contactor is energized it
maintains power to itself and keeps itself "latched" on.
Time delay relays are commonly used in large motor control circuits to prevent the motor from being started
(or reversed) until a certain amount of time has elapsed from an event.

Fail-safe design
Logic circuits, whether comprised of electromechanical relays or solid-state gates, can be built in many different
ways to perform the same functions. There is usually no one "correct" way to design a complex logic circuit, but
there are usually ways that are better than others.
In control systems, safety is (or at least should be) an important design priority. If there are multiple ways in which
a digital control circuit can be designed to perform a task, and one of those ways happens to hold certain
advantages in safety over the others, then that design is the better one to choose.
Let's take a look at a simple system and consider how it might be implemented in relay logic. Suppose that a large
laboratory or industrial building is to be equipped with a fire alarm system, activated by any one of several latching
switches installed throughout the facility. The system should work so that the alarm siren will energize if any one of
the switches is actuated. At first glance it seems as though the relay logic should be incredibly simple: just use
normally-open switch contacts and connect them all in parallel with each other:

Essentially, this is the OR logic function implemented with four switch inputs. We could expand this circuit to include
any number of switch inputs, each new switch being added to the parallel network, but I'll limit it to four in this
example to keep things simple. At any rate, it is an elementary system and there seems to be little possibility of
trouble.
Except in the event of a wiring failure, that is. The nature of electric circuits is such that "open" failures (open switch
contacts, broken wire connections, open relay coils, blown fuses, etc.) are statistically more likely to occur than any
other type of failure. With that in mind, it makes sense to engineer a circuit to be as tolerant as possible to such a
failure. Let's suppose that a wire connection for Switch #2 were to fail open:

If this failure were to occur, the result would be that Switch #2 would no longer energize the siren if actuated. This,
obviously, is not good in a fire alarm system. Unless the system were regularly tested (a good idea anyway), no one
would know there was a problem until someone tried to use that switch in an emergency.
What if the system were re-engineered so as to sound the alarm in the event of an open failure? That way, a failure
in the wiring would result in a false alarm, a scenario much more preferable than that of having a switch silently fail
and not function when needed. In order to achieve this design goal, we would have to re-wire the switches so that
an open contact sounded the alarm, rather than a closed contact. That being the case, the switches will have to be
normally-closed and in series with each other, powering a relay coil which then activates a normally-closed contact
for the siren:

When all switches are unactuated (the regular operating state of this system), relay CR1 will be energized, thus
keeping contact CR1 open, preventing the siren from being powered. However, if any of the switches are actuated,
relay CR1 will de-energize, closing contact CR1 and sounding the alarm. Also, if there is a break in the wiring
anywhere in the top rung of the circuit, the alarm will sound. When it is discovered that the alarm is false, the
workers in the facility will know that something failed in the alarm system and that it needs to be repaired.
Granted, the circuit is more complex than it was before the addition of the control relay, and the system could still
fail in the "silent" mode with a broken connection in the bottom rung, but it's still a safer design than the original
circuit, and thus preferable from the standpoint of safety.
This design of circuit is referred to as fail-safe, due to its intended design to default to the safest mode in the event
of a common failure such as a broken connection in the switch wiring. Fail-safe design always starts with an
assumption as to the most likely kind of wiring or component failure, and then tries to configure things so that such
a failure will cause the circuit to act in the safest way, the "safest way" being determined by the physical
characteristics of the process.

Take for example an electrically-actuated (solenoid) valve for turning on cooling water to a machine. Energizing the
solenoid coil will move an armature which then either opens or closes the valve mechanism, depending on what kind
of valve we specify. A spring will return the valve to its "normal" position when the solenoid is de-energized. We
already know that an open failure in the wiring or solenoid coil is more likely than a short or any other type of
failure, so we should design this system to be in its safest mode with the solenoid de-energized.
If it's cooling water we're controlling with this valve, chances are it is safer to have the cooling water turn on in the
event of a failure than to shut off, the consequences of a machine running without coolant usually being severe. This
means we should specify a valve that turns on (opens up) when de-energized and turns off (closes down) when
energized. This may seem "backwards" to have the valve set up this way, but it will make for a safer system in the
end.
One interesting application of fail-safe design is in the power generation and distribution industry, where large
circuit breakers need to be opened and closed by electrical control signals from protective relays. If a 50/51 relay
(instantaneous and time overcurrent) is going to command a circuit breaker to trip (open) in the event of excessive
current, should we design it so that the relay closes a switch contact to send a "trip" signal to the breaker, or opens
a switch contact to interrupt a regularly "on" signal to initiate a breaker trip? We know that an open connection will
be the most likely to occur, but what is the safest state of the system: breaker open or breaker closed?
At first, it would seem that it would be safer to have a large circuit breaker trip (open up and shut off power) in the
event of an open fault in the protective relay control circuit, just like we had the fire alarm system default to an
alarm state with any switch or wiring failure. However, things are not so simple in the world of high power. To have
a large circuit breaker indiscriminately trip open is no small matter, especially when customers are depending on the
continued supply of electric power to supply hospitals, telecommunications systems, water treatment systems, and
other important infrastructures. For this reason, power system engineers have generally agreed to design protective
relay circuits to output a closed contact signal (power applied) to open large circuit breakers, meaning that any
open failure in the control wiring will go unnoticed, simply leaving the breaker in the status quo position.
Is this an ideal situation? Of course not. If a protective relay detects an overcurrent condition while the control
wiring is failed open, it will not be able to trip open the circuit breaker. Like the first fire alarm system design, the
"silent" failure will be evident only when the system is needed. However, to engineer the control circuitry the other
way -- so that any open failure would immediately shut the circuit breaker off, potentially blacking out large potions
of the power grid -- really isn't a better alternative.
An entire book could be written on the principles and practices of good fail-safe system design. At least here, you
know a couple of the fundamentals: that wiring tends to fail open more often than shorted, and that an electrical
control system's (open) failure mode should be such that it indicates and/or actuates the real-life process in the
safest alternative mode. These fundamental principles extend to non-electrical systems as well: identify the most
common mode of failure, then engineer the system so that the probable failure mode places the system in the
safest condition.
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REVIEW:
The goal of fail-safe design is to make a control system as tolerant as possible to likely wiring or component
failures.
The most common type of wiring and component failure is an "open" circuit, or broken connection.
Therefore, a fail-safe system should be designed to default to its safest mode of operation in the case of an
open circuit.

Programmable logic controllers
Before the advent of solid-state logic circuits, logical control systems were designed and built exclusively around
electromechanical relays. Relays are far from obsolete in modern design, but have been replaced in many of their
former roles as logic-level control devices, relegated most often to those applications demanding high current
and/or high voltage switching.
Systems and processes requiring "on/off" control abound in modern commerce and industry, but such control
systems are rarely built from either electromechanical relays or discrete logic gates. Instead, digital computers fill
the need, which may be programmed to do a variety of logical functions.

In the late 1960's an American company named Bedford Associates released a computing device they called the
MODICON. As an acronym, it meant Modular Digital Controller, and later became the name of a company division
devoted to the design, manufacture, and sale of these special-purpose control computers. Other engineering firms
developed their own versions of this device, and it eventually came to be known in non-proprietary terms as a PLC,
or Programmable Logic Controller. The purpose of a PLC was to directly replace electromechanical relays as logic
elements, substituting instead a solid-state digital computer with a stored program, able to emulate the
interconnection of many relays to perform certain logical tasks.
A PLC has many "input" terminals, through which it interprets "high" and "low" logical states from sensors and
switches. It also has many output terminals, through which it outputs "high" and "low" signals to power lights,
solenoids, contactors, small motors, and other devices lending themselves to on/off control. In an effort to make
PLCs easy to program, their programming language was designed to resemble ladder logic diagrams. Thus, an
industrial electrician or electrical engineer accustomed to reading ladder logic schematics would feel comfortable
programming a PLC to perform the same control functions.
PLCs are industrial computers, and as such their input and output signals are typically 120 volts AC, just like the
electromechanical control relays they were designed to replace. Although some PLCs have the ability to input and
output low-level DC voltage signals of the magnitude used in logic gate circuits, this is the exception and not the
rule.
Signal connection and programming standards vary somewhat between different models of PLC, but they are similar
enough to allow a "generic" introduction to PLC programming here. The following illustration shows a simple PLC, as
it might appear from a front view. Two screw terminals provide connection to 120 volts AC for powering the PLC's
internal circuitry, labeled L1 and L2. Six screw terminals on the left-hand side provide connection to input devices,
each terminal representing a different input "channel" with its own "X" label. The lower-left screw terminal is a
"Common" connection, which is generally connected to L2 (neutral) of the 120 VAC power source.

Inside the PLC housing, connected between each input terminal and the Common terminal, is an opto-isolator
device (Light-Emitting Diode) that provides an electrically isolated "high" logic signal to the computer's circuitry (a
photo-transistor interprets the LED's light) when there is 120 VAC power applied between the respective input
terminal and the Common terminal. An indicating LED on the front panel of the PLC gives visual indication of an
"energized" input:

Output signals are generated by the PLC's computer circuitry activating a switching device (transistor, TRIAC, or
even an electromechanical relay), connecting the "Source" terminal to any of the "Y-" labeled output terminals. The
"Source" terminal, correspondingly, is usually connected to the L1 side of the 120 VAC power source. As with each
input, an indicating LED on the front panel of the PLC gives visual indication of an "energized" output:

In this way, the PLC is able to interface with real-world devices such as switches and solenoids.
The actual logic of the control system is established inside the PLC by means of a computer program. This program
dictates which output gets energized under which input conditions. Although the program itself appears to be a
ladder logic diagram, with switch and relay symbols, there are no actual switch contacts or relay coils operating

inside the PLC to create the logical relationships between input and output. These are imaginary contacts and coils,
if you will. The program is entered and viewed via a personal computer connected to the PLC's programming port.
Consider the following circuit and PLC program:

When the pushbutton switch is unactuated (unpressed), no power is sent to the X1 input of the PLC. Following the
program, which shows a normally-open X1 contact in series with a Y1 coil, no "power" will be sent to the Y1 coil.
Thus, the PLC's Y1 output remains de-energized, and the indicator lamp connected to it remains dark.
If the pushbutton switch is pressed, however, power will be sent to the PLC's X1 input. Any and all X1 contacts
appearing in the program will assume the actuated (non-normal) state, as though they were relay contacts actuated
by the energizing of a relay coil named "X1". In this case, energizing the X1 input will cause the normally-open X1
contact will "close," sending "power" to the Y1 coil. When the Y1 coil of the program "energizes," the real Y1 output
will become energized, lighting up the lamp connected to it:

It must be understood that the X1 contact, Y1 coil, connecting wires, and "power" appearing in the personal
computer's display are all virtual. They do not exist as real electrical components. They exist as commands in a
computer program -- a piece of software only -- that just happens to resemble a real relay schematic diagram.
Equally important to understand is that the personal computer used to display and edit the PLC's program is not
necessary for the PLC's continued operation. Once a program has been loaded to the PLC from the personal
computer, the personal computer may be unplugged from the PLC, and the PLC will continue to follow the
programmed commands. I include the personal computer display in these illustrations for your sake only, in aiding
to understand the relationship between real-life conditions (switch closure and lamp status) and the program's
status ("power" through virtual contacts and virtual coils).
The true power and versatility of a PLC is revealed when we want to alter the behavior of a control system. Since
the PLC is a programmable device, we can alter its behavior by changing the commands we give it, without having
to reconfigure the electrical components connected to it. For example, suppose we wanted to make this switch-andlamp circuit function in an inverted fashion: push the button to make the lamp turn off, and release it to make it
turn on. The "hardware" solution would require that a normally-closed pushbutton switch be substituted for the
normally-open switch currently in place. The "software" solution is much easier: just alter the program so that
contact X1 is normally-closed rather than normally-open.
In the following illustration, we have the altered system shown in the state where the pushbutton is unactuated (not
being pressed):

In this next illustration, the switch is shown actuated (pressed):

One of the advantages of implementing logical control in software rather than in hardware is that input signals can
be re-used as many times in the program as is necessary. For example, take the following circuit and program,
designed to energize the lamp if at least two of the three pushbutton switches are simultaneously actuated:

To build an equivalent circuit using electromechanical relays, three relays with two normally-open contacts each
would have to be used, to provide two contacts per input switch. Using a PLC, however, we can program as many
contacts as we wish for each "X" input without adding additional hardware, since each input and each output is
nothing more than a single bit in the PLC's digital memory (either 0 or 1), and can be recalled as many times as
necessary.
Furthermore, since each output in the PLC is nothing more than a bit in its memory as well, we can assign contacts
in a PLC program "actuated" by an output (Y) status. Take for instance this next system, a motor start-stop control
circuit:

The pushbutton switch connected to input X1 serves as the "Start" switch, while the switch connected to input X2
serves as the "Stop." Another contact in the program, named Y1, uses the output coil status as a seal-in contact,
directly, so that the motor contactor will continue to be energized after the "Start" pushbutton switch is released.
You can see the normally-closed contact X2 appear in a colored block, showing that it is in a closed ("electrically
conducting") state.
If we were to press the "Start" button, input X1 would energize, thus "closing" the X1 contact in the program,
sending "power" to the Y1 "coil," energizing the Y1 output and applying 120 volt AC power to the real motor
contactor coil. The parallel Y1 contact will also "close," thus latching the "circuit" in an energized state:

Now, if we release the "Start" pushbutton, the normally-open X1 "contact" will return to its "open" state, but the
motor will continue to run because the Y1 seal-in "contact" continues to provide "continuity" to "power" coil Y1, thus
keeping the Y1 output energized:

To stop the motor, we must momentarily press the "Stop" pushbutton, which will energize the X2 input and "open"
the normally-closed "contact," breaking continuity to the Y1 "coil:"

When the "Stop" pushbutton is released, input X2 will de-energize, returning "contact" X2 to its normal, "closed"
state. The motor, however, will not start again until the "Start" pushbutton is actuated, because the "seal-in" of Y1
has been lost:

In addition to input (X) and output (Y) program elements, PLCs provide "internal" coils and contacts with no intrinsic
connection to the outside world. These are used much the same as "control relays" (CR1, CR2, etc.) are used in
standard relay circuits: to provide logic signal inversion when necessary.
To demonstrate how one of these "internal" relays might be used, consider the following example circuit and
program, designed to emulate the function of a three-input NAND gate. Since PLC program elements are typically
designed by single letters, I will call the internal control relay "C1" rather than "CR1" as would be customary in a
relay control circuit:

In this circuit, the lamp will remain lit so long as any of the pushbuttons remain unactuated (unpressed). To make
the lamp turn off, we will have to actuate (press) all three switches, like this:

This section on programmable logic controllers illustrates just a small sample of their capabilities. As computers,
PLCs can perform timing functions (for the equivalent of time-delay relays), drum sequencing, and other advanced
functions with far greater accuracy and reliability than what is possible using electromechanical logic devices. Most
PLCs have the capacity for far more than six inputs and six outputs. The following photograph shows several input
and output modules of a single Allen-Bradley PLC.

With each module having sixteen "points" of either input or output, this PLC has the ability to monitor and control
dozens of devices. Fit into a control cabinet, a PLC takes up little room, especially considering the equivalent space
that would be needed by electromechanical relays to perform the same functions:

One advantage of PLCs that simply cannot be duplicated by electromechanical relays is remote monitoring and
control via digital computer networks. Because a PLC is nothing more than a special-purpose digital computer, it has
the ability to communicate with other computers rather easily. The following photograph shows a personal computer
displaying a graphic image of a real liquid-level process (a pumping, or "lift," station for a municipal wastewater
treatment system) controlled by a PLC. The actual pumping station is located miles away from the personal
computer display:

LADDER LOGIC
At the March SRS meeting the subject of ladder logic or relay logic came up and there seemed to be
some interest in what it is. I’ve been using this since 1975 when I started working as an electrical
draftsman. This was “B.C.” (before computers) and I first learned to use it designing motor circuits and
then entire relay panels. The reason it’s called ladder logic is the program is drawn pictorially and looks
like a ladder, unlike a program listing you may be familiar with like basic or C++ which use alpha
numeric characters.
Ladder diagrams are used to describe the logic of electrical control systems. There are differences in the
way ladder logic was implemented in computerized form as compared to hard wired so I will be talking
about the old way first. The basic component of the control system is the control relay which is a
solenoid that operates a number of switches or contacts. The contacts come normally open and normally
closed, normal being when the relay is not energized. Relays come in various breeds like time delay and
latching types. Other components of the control system are the field devices such as push buttons, limit
switches, lights, and controlled devices like motor starters and solenoid operated valves. As I said,
ladder diagrams show the logic of the controls but they are not used to build the system, a wiring
diagram is used for that. But the wiring diagram wouldn’t be used to trouble shoot with or show
functionality, that’s where the ladder is most useful.

Fig. 1 Standard motor control circuit.
When viewing the pictorial version of the controls as in Figure 1, one can see that the devices on a

rung of the ladder are in series reading horizontally and in parallel reading vertically. Control
voltage is supplied to the vertical rails, L1 being hot and L2 being common or ground. In industry
it is common to see 120vac control and 480vac power circuits. Anything less than 600 volts is
considered low voltage and virtually everything will have an insulation rating of 600 volts. (My
robot uses 5vdc control and 28vdc power circuits.) In Figure 1 we see a normally closed (N.C.)
stop button and a normally open (N.O.) start button and a motor starter. The circle with the M
represents the coil of a relay, not the actual motor. The M contact is physically part of the starter
and actuates with the coil. The contact labeled O.L. (over load) is also part of the starter and is a
circuit breaker tripped by over current in the motor legs. The M contact is called the seal contact.
Without it, the motor would run as long as someone held down the start button and would stop
when released. With it, the power is allowed to flow through the start button to energize the coil,
which closes the M contact, maintaining the complete circuit when the start button is released. To
stop the motor, any element in series with the coil can break the circuit, in this case the stop
button. True, this was a long winded explanation but you now have the critical pieces, how to turn
something on, make it stay on, and how to shut it off. It’s a truth table in disguise, ANDs and
ORs, ONs and OFFs.
Figure 1 is about as simple as it gets so lets build it up. Sometimes we want to jog or creep
the motor. In figure 2 the jog button is added which closes on the very bottom rung and
opens on the middle rung when pushed.

Figure 2, motor circuit with jog.
Easy? How about a light or two to tell us if the motor has been energized or not?

Figure 3, motor circuit with indicator lights.
By now you may be seeing more of a ladder in the pictures. If we wanted to start more than one
motor with one set of buttons we could use a control relay in place of, or in parallel with, the M coil
and use the contacts of the CR to start the other motors. We could use time delay relays (TDR) with
different settings to cascade the starting of the motors. That method is used with conveyor systems
for example.
A few last points about hard wired circuits are in order here. First, notice that the controlled devices
like the motors and valve operators are drawn on the far right next to the rail. There are safety
reasons for this even though it is appealing aesthetically. Imagine the motor on the left side with the
switches following to the right. A short in the circuit could run the motor with no way to turn it off
other than killing all the power! Another point may be insignificant but here it is: the system is

always powered up to some logical state, it’s always solved. When a field device changes state, that
is what initiates a change of state of the system. I make this point because it’s different in
computerized systems.

Figure 5
Figure 4
Ladder diagrm for hard wired system.

Combination wiring and ladder diagram for PLC
system. Input divices are on the left and output
devices are on the right. The program for the
PLC is in the center.

Figures 4 and 5 show the transition from hard wire to computer. The computers used in industry are called
programmable logic controllers (PLC) and they are programmed with ladder logic, pictorially. Physically,
the components are arranged in a very clean way. The input devices are individually wired to the input
terminals of the PLC and the controlled components are individually wired to the output terminals. Each
terminal has it’s own address and the ladder diagram is programmed using these numbers for the real
components. The inputs are all shown as contacts, either N.O. or N.C., not the fancy graphics of drafting.
And all the outputs are depicted as circles and called coils. PLCs build the programs in what are referred to
as networks. In a Modicon brand for example, a network may have eleven elements on a rung including the
coil, and may have seven rungs. One is not required to use all the element positions and in fact it is bad
practice to use more than a few rungs because the space will probably be needed for future growth. When
the Modicon is running it does four things. First it reads all the inputs and records the state in a table.
Second it solves the logic based on the input table and updates the output table. Third, it changes the

outputs based on the table, and last is housekeeping routines. All that is called a “scan”. When scanning the
logic, the program is solved one network at a time, and the network is scanned by columns. So the last thing
to be solved in each network is the coils which are always in column eleven. The unwary programmer can
find himself with problems by not accounting for scanning issues. Which reminds me of the old hard wire
problem relay chase. Two relays turning each other on and off as fast as they can operate! Quite
embarrassing at start up.
The last thing I would like to cover concerns the I/O. The PLC reads and writes to a bus where many
different modules are attached. The input and output modules can be all variations of ac or dc voltages,
digital or analog. Specialized modules for encoders and user input devices are available. You haven’t seen
Plug and Play until you’ve played with PLCs! The modules are intelligent and that takes a lot of stress off
the program.
This is the cook’s tour and just the tip of the iceberg of ladder logic and PLCs. Maybe this will be showing
up in robotics soon. I remember a very small PLC being shown a few months back at the SRS meeting. If
anyone is interested in hearing more I will oblige. Maybe a demo could be arranged for some afternoon
after the meeting?

http://www.mikroelektronika.co.yu/english/product/books/PLCbook/chapter5/chapter5.htm
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Introduction
Programmable controllers are generally programmed in ladder diagram (or "relay diagram") which is
nothing but a symbolic representation of electric circuits. Symbols were selected that actually looked
similar to schematic symbols of electric devices, and this has made it much easier for electricians to
switch to programming PLC controllers. Electrician who has never seen a PLC can understand a ladder
diagram.

5.1 Ladder diagram
There are several languages designed for user communication with a PLC, among which ladder diagram
is the most popular. Ladder diagram consists of one vertical line found on the left hand side, and lines
which branch off to the right. Line on the left is called a "bus bar", and lines that branch off to the right
are instruction lines. Conditions which lead to instructions positioned at the right edge of a diagram are
stored along instruction lines. Logical combination of these conditions determines when and in what way
instruction on the right will execute. Basic elements of a relay diagram can be seen in the following
picture.

Most instructions require at least one operand, and often more than one. Operand can be some memory
location, one memory location bit, or some numeric value -number. In the example above, operand is
bit 0 of memory location IR000. In a case when we wish to proclaim a constant as an operand,
designation # is used beneath the numeric writing (for a compiler to know it is a constant and not an
address.)

Based on the picture above, one should note that a ladder diagram consists of two basic parts: left
section also called conditional, and a right section which has instructions. When a condition is fulfilled,
instruction is executed, and that's all!

Picture above represents a example of a ladder diagram where relay is activated in PLC controller when
signal appears at input line 00. Vertical line pairs are called conditions. Each condition in a ladder
diagram has a value ON or OFF, depending on a bit status assigned to it. In this case, this bit is also
physically present as an input line (screw terminal) to a PLC controller. If a key is attached to a
corresponding screw terminal, you can change bit status from a logic one status to a logic zero status,
and vice versa. Status of logic one is usually designated as "ON", and status of logic zero as "OFF".
Right section of a ladder diagram is an instruction which is executed if left condition is fulfilled. There are
several types of instructions that could easily be divided into simple and complex. Example of a simple
instruction is activation of some bit in memory location. In the example above, this bit has physical
connotation because it is connected with a relay inside a PLC controller. When a CPU activates one of the
leading four bits in a word IR010, relay contacts move and connect lines attached to it. In this case,
these are the lines connected to a screw terminal marked as 00 and to one of COM screw terminals.

5.2 Normally open and normally closed contacts
Since we frequently meet with concepts "normally open" and "normally closed" in industrial
environment, it's important to know them. Both terms apply to words such as contacts, input, output,
etc. (all combinations have the same meaning whether we are talking about input, output, contact or
something else).
Principle is quite simple, normally open switch won't conduct electricity until it is pressed down, and
normally closed switch will conduct electricity until it is pressed. Good examples for both situations are
the doorbell and a house alarm.
If a normally closed switch is selected, bell will work continually until someone pushes the switch. By
pushing a switch, contacts are opened and the flow of electricity towards the bell is interrupted. Of
course, system so designed would not in any case suit the owner of the house. A better choice would
certainly be a normally open switch. This way bell wouldn't work until someone pushed the switch button
and thus informed of his or her presence at the entrance.
Home alarm system is an example of an application of a normally closed switch. Let's suppose that
alarm system is intended for surveillance of the front door to the house. One of the ways to "wire" the
house would be to install a normally open switch from each door to the alarm itself (precisely as with a
bell switch). Then, if the door was opened, this would close the switch, and an alarm would be activated.
This system could work, but there would be some problems with this, too. Let's suppose that switch is
not working, that a wire is somehow disconnected, or a switch is broken, etc. (there are many ways in
which this system could become dysfunctional). The real trouble is that a homeowner would not know

that a system was out of order. A burglar could open the door, a switch would not work, and the alarm
would not be activated. Obviously, this isn't a good way to set up this system. System should be set up
in such a way so the alarm is activated by a burglar, but also by its own dysfunction, or if any of the
components stopped working. (A homeowner would certainly want to know if a system was
dysfunctional). Having these things in mind, it is far better to use a switch with normally closed contacts
which will detect an unauthorized entrance (opened door interrupts the flow of electricity, and this signal
is used to activate a sound signal), or a failure on the system such as a disconnected wire. These
considerations are even more important in industrial environment where a failure could cause injury at
work. One such example where outputs with normally closed contacts are used is a safety wall with
trimming machines. If the wall doors open, switch affects the output with normally closed contacts and
interrupts a supply circuit. This stops the machine and prevents an injury.
Concepts normally open and normally closed can apply to sensors as well. Sensors are used to sense the
presence of physical objects, measure some dimension or some amount. For instance, one type of
sensors can be used to detect presence of a box on an industry transfer belt. Other types can be used to
measure physical dimensions such as heat, etc. Still, most sensors are of a switch type. Their output is
in status ON or OFF depending on what the sensor "feels". Let's take for instance a sensor made to feel
metal when a metal object passes by the sensor. For this purpose, a sensor with a normally open or a
normally closed contact at the output could be used. If it were necessary to inform a PLC each time an
object passed by the sensor, a sensor with a normally open output should be selected. Sensor output
would set off only if a metal object were placed right before the sensor. A sensor would turn off after the
object has passed. PLC could then calculate how many times a normally open contact was set off at the
sensor output, and would thus know how many metal objects passed by the sensor.
Concepts normally open and normally closed contact ought to be clarified and explained in detail in the
example of a PLC controller input and output. The easiest way to explain them is in the example of a
relay.

Normally open contacts would represent relay contacts that would perform a connection upon receipt of
a signal. Unlike open contacts, with normally closed contacts signal will interrupt a contact, or turn a

relay off. Previous picture shows what this looks like in practice. First two relays are defined as normally
open , and the other two as normally closed. All relays react to a signal! First relay (00) has a signal and
closes its contacts. Second relay (01) does not have a signal and remains opened. Third relay (02) has a
signal and opens its contacts considering it is defined as a closed contact. Fourth relay (03) does not
have a signal and remains closed because it is so defined.
Concepts "normally open" and "normally closed" can also refer to inputs of a PLC controller. Let's use a
key as an example of an input to a PLC controller. Input where a key is connected can be defined as an
input with open or closed contacts. If it is defined as an input with normally open contact, pushing a key
will set off an instruction found after the condition. In this case it will be an activation of a relay 00.
If input is defined as an input with normally closed contact, pushing the key will interrupt instruction
found after the condition. In this case, this will cause deactivation of relay 00 (relay is active until the
key is pressed). You can see in picture below how keys are connected, and view the relay diagrams in
both cases.

Normally open/closed conditions differ in a ladder diagram by a diagonal line across a symbol. What
determines an execution condition for instruction is a bit status marked beneath each condition on
instruction line. Normally open condition is ON if its operand bit has ON status, or its status is OFF if that
is the status of its operand bit. Normally closed condition is ON when its operand bit is OFF, or it has OFF
status when the status of its operand bit is ON.
When programming with a ladder diagram, logical combination of ON and OFF conditions set before the
instruction determines the eventual condition under which the instruction will be, or will not be
executed. This condition, which can have only ON or OFF values is called instruction execution condition.
Operand assigned to any instruction in a relay diagram can be any bit from IR, SR, HR, AR, LR or TC
sector. This means that conditions in a relay diagram can be determined by a status of I/O bits, or of
flags, operational bits, timers/counters, etc.

5.3 Brief example
Example below represents a basic program. Example consists of one input device and one output device
linked to the PLC controller output. Key is an input device, and a bell is an output supplied through a
relay 00 contact at the PLC controller output. Input 000.00 represents a condition in executing an
instruction over 010.00 bit. Pushing the key sets off a 000.00 bit and satisfies a condition for activation
of a 010.00 bit which in turn activates the bell. For correct program function another line of program is
needed with END instruction, and this ends the program.

The following picture depicts the connection scheme for this example.
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Introduction
SYSWIN is a software designed for OMRON programmable controllers class C and CV. It is designed for
creating and maintaining a program, as well as for testing PLC controller function, in off-line and
controller's operational regime.
Necessary conditions for starting SYSWIN are Microsoft Windows environment on a standard IBM or
386/486 compatible or Pentium computer, with 8MB RAM at least, and 10MB free disc space.

6.1 Connecting a PLC controller with a PC computer
PLC controller is linked with a PC computer through an RS-232 cable. One end of the cable is connected
to a serial PC port (9-pin or 25-pin connector), while the other end is connected to an RS-232C
connector on RS232 module of a CPM1A controller. In order to establish a connection with a PC, DIP
switch on the connector must be set in "Host" position.

6.2 SYSWIN program installation
Instruction package for CPM1A is covered by three SYSWIN installation diskettes. It can be installed in
Windows 3.1, 3.11, 95, 98 or NT 4.0. In order to start the installation you need to select RUN option
from a START menu.

A window will come up like the one below where you need to write in the file command "setup.exe".
Mentioned file can be found in the installation directory of Syswin program. Following a brief installation
procedure you will get a program group Syswin 3.4.
Double-click on Syswin icon starts a Syswin program which opens as in the following picture.

6.3 Writing your first program
Writing a program begins with New Project option from a File menu. In a message window that appears
you need to select options as in picture below.

Select a PLC controller by clicking on OK, and a program is ready to be used. It is recommended when
you begin working that you write in a header a title of a program, author's name and inputs/outputs
used. This may seem as a waste of time, but really isn't because this habit of writing comments will pay
off in the future.
Program written here is just a basic program made for learning Syswin. Program can detect when a key
has been pressed and can activate a relay at the PLC controller output. As long as the key is pressed
down, a relay is active. Operation of a relay and a key can be followed via LED diodes on PLC controller
housing. Writing a program begins with a click on the first icon to the left, recognized by two vertical
lines. Icon beneath this one is similar to the first but for a slash. These two icons correspond with
concepts normally open and normally closed contact which all instruction lines start with. You can select
an option with an open contact by clicking on the first icon. When you click on the black rectangle to the
right, a small window will appear where you need to write in the address of a bit a contact relates to.
It is very important to use addresses in a regular way when programming with SYSWIN. Addresses can
have two parts, first refers to the word address, and the second to bit address in that word (both
numbers must be separated by a period). For example, if address 200 is used, SYSWIN will interpret this
as 2.00, and a zero bit whose word address is 2 will be called for. If you wish to access word 200 or its
zero bit, you must use a call 20000, or better even 200.00. In this example address 000.00 is assigned
for input address (key). This address represents a zero bit for word 000 from memory region IR. Simply
said, it is an input screw terminal designated as 00 input. By connecting a key to it, and to one of the
COMM terminal screws, a needed connection between PLC controller and keys is established.

Address dialogue box for a bit that contact refers to
When you have written in 000.00, select OK, and first segment of the program will come up. Bit address
will appear above the symbol with two vertical lines which refers to this bit, and a black rectangle will
move one space to the right.

First element of a program myprog.swp

First instructions up to the bus bar are called conditions because their execution activates instructions
found to the right of the condition instructions. When a condition is entered, you also need to enter a
corresponding instruction that is set off by an execution of the condition. In this example it is a relay
controlled by a 00 bit in a word 010 of memory region IR. Output instructions are represented by a
circle, or a circle and a line if we are dealing with a normally closed contact. By clicking on the icon with
a circle, you select an output option with normally open contacts. Click on a black rectangle, and a
contact window will come up where you need to write in the address for the output bit 010.00. Output of
the IR region is found at address IR010, and first four bits of this word represent a relay within a PLC
controller (if we are talking about a model CPM1A with relay outputs). Program done so far looks as in
picture below.

Second element of myprog.swp program

The basic functional entirety of some program is Network. Program consists of several networks found
one below the other. Operations with these are found in Block option of the menu. Of all options, two
basic ones, Insert network and Delete network are used the most. Other makers for PLC controllers use
different concepts such as Rung instead of the term Network. Simply said, we are talking about a PLC
program sequence which has one or more executing instructions, and along with END instruction can
make up one correct PLC program. As the first network in a program is already in use, the next one has
to be added. Adding a Network is done with Insert network command from a Block menu.

When selecting this option, a small window appears where you need to select whether a new network
will appear above or below the existing one.

In our case you should choose the second option and click on OK. Following this, a new network appears
as in picture below.

Last network in every program must contain END instruction. Since this is a simple example, second
network is also the last. End instruction is found among the functions. In order to come to it, you need
to click on FUN icon following which a window as in picture below will come up.

Selecting a function by clicking on FUN icon.

END instruction can be obtained either by writing in "END" in newly obtained window or by clicking on
Select which gives all PLC controller instructions sorted by the regions as in the following picture.

Selecting END instruction from a set of instructions sorted in regions.

By entering the END instruction your writing of a program is finished. Finished program looks as in the
following picture.

Finished myprog.swp program

6.4 Saving a project
Since you've finished writing a program, you need to save a project. Select Save Project option from a
File menu, and write in the file name in a message window (myprog.swp in this case). After you click on
OK, project will be saved. You can access SYSWIN file contents only from SYSWIN; file type is identified
by extension:
Project.swp - SYSWIN program
Project.swl- SYSWIN library
Project.swt - SYSWIN pattern
Project.swb - SYSWIN back-up file
Project.prg - PMD program

6.5 Program transfer to PLC controller
First you need to check whether PLC is connected with a PC correctly, and you'll do this by checking
physical connection through a serial cable. Following this you need to select a Communication option
from Project menu in order to set parameters for serial communication. Of all the parameters, the most
important one to be selected is a serial port of a computer that PLC is connected to. Default settings for
CPM1A are: COM1, 9600 Baud, Unit 00, protocol ASCII 7 bit Even Parity 2 stop and they need to be left
so. To check how communication functions, you can click on Test PLC to test link with a PLC controller.

When a connection has been established, program transfer begins with a click on download from Online
menu. Select expansion function or memory allocation. Before you program a PLC, it's good to erase
program's memory contents. Finally, after a successful program transfer to a PLC, a message window
will come up to inform us of this.

6.6 Testing program function
Program check option from a Project menu allows testing of program function. Message that appears
following a command has several options that can be selected before you run a test. Once these options
have been selected, click on Execute, and a report on testing and errors will be displayed. You can
further check for errors, and there is also a 'Go to Network' command which transfers you to a segment
where the error was found.
SYSWIN has classic editorial capabilities, such as Edit/Find or Edit/Replace commands. Searching

through a program for assigned values or symbols is quick and offers a large number of optional filters.
We can search through an entire program or its segments, and this is defined with option call. Also,
there are possibilities for defining a search path, as well as for different actions when looking for a
desired element.
Beside this, SYSWIN provides various advantages in situations where we need permanent archiving of
user program. It is especially important to periodically print projects that are made quick and easy by
SYSWIN. Projects can be printed in many different formats, and printing can include specific sections of
a project.

6.7 Meaning of "Tools" icons
SYSWIN has several types of editors among whom a relay diagram also known as relay editor, or first
editor that awaits us upon starting a SYSWIN program is the most frequently used editor.
First we need to explain tools palette (Drawing Tools) and the meaning of each icon. Aside through the
usual mouse click, you can access the specific elements of this palette from a keyboard. You'll find a
corresponding key of the keyboard by each icon, and you can accomplish the same action with it as you
would using a mouse.

By clicking on the icon, we have selected a desired tool, and with a click on network section this symbol
will be stored in a program. Explanation for each of the icons is given as follows:
Open contact icon. By clicking on this icon (or using a key '"') we enter an open contact into Network.
We need to position the element we have entered at a specified place (black space). Following this, a
message window where data can be entered (open contact address-number of words, bit position) is
activated automatically.
Closed contact icon. By clicking on this icon (or '/' on keyboard) we enter a closed contact or inverted
condition into network.
Horizontal line. By clicking on this icon (or using '-' on a keyboard), horizontal line is lengthened out
from left to right. SYSWIN, however, retains a right to make drawn lines optimal in terms of length, or
to point out possible errors. This option is used when you need to add another condition before an
instruction contingent upon this condition, or when something simply can not fit.

Vertical line. With a click on this icon, or use of '?', we draw vertical lines from top to bottom. This option
is necessary to realize parallel connections between contacts.
Output instruction. This represents an instruction that is executed if condition instruction preceding it is
executed. With the help of this instruction we advance a result of logical expression with output
variables (bits). We can arrive to this instruction with the help of keyboard ('O' key).
Inverted output instruction (shortcut-key 'Q'). Similarly to the previous case, with this executing
instruction we advance a result of logical expression to an output bit, and the only difference is that this
bit is turned on if a condition is not executed and vice versa.
PLC functions (shortcut-key 'F'). Click on this icon accomplishes possibility of installment of complex PLC
instructions into a program. Window that appears following a click on the icon contains all instructions
sorted by sections. Some of these instructions are given separately as icons, and some can be accessed
only through this option. One such instruction is END instruction which is used in each program. Window
that comes up is displayed in the following picture.

When this window pops up, select an instruction and click on OK.
Click on this icon (or using 'T' key) will give you an option to enter a timer into the program. Using a
mouse, click on the bright area of the monitor, and a message window comes up where you can enter
needed information relating to a timer (timer designation and duration in milliseconds). This way, we get
a classic timer or timer with a delay when turned on. If some other version of a timer is needed,
preceding FUN icon should be used, and option Timers and counters (see picture above) selected.
Counter icon. Click on this icon (or 'C' key), and this will install a classic counter into a PLC program.
Prior to this we enter needed information in message window: designation of the counter (CNT001 for
instance) and counter value. Change of counter status (decrementing by 1) is done when an input signal
(CP) changes from OFF to ON status.
With this icon we can invert previously entered contact, output or input. Inversion is done so that we
first click on this icon, and then on a variable whose inversion we wish to perform.

Erase icon. Click on this icon and a shaded area of network erases the shaded part of the program.
Mouse plays an important part in the SYSWIN program. Each double-click on any PLC instruction results
in a corresponding editor where necessary changes can be entered. This principle is accordingly installed
into SYSWIN, so double-click on block or network heading (BLOCK HEADER BAR or NETWORK HEADER
BAR) gives the same results.

6.8 PLC controller working modes
There are several ways to find out the present working mode, for example from an Online Mode menu or
its display in a Toolbar. This option is accessible if communication was successfully established with a
PLC controller.
If we choose a mode that differs from a present one, change of mode will be momentary. In order to
avoid an accidental change of PLC controller mode, there is an option that obliges a computer to ask a
question before each mode change, whether that is the option a user really wants (this option is
included as default). PLC controller has three modes in class C, MONITOR, RUN and PROGRAM/STOP
mode.

6.9 RUN MODE
This PLC mode enables program to be executed as basic operation. It is used in final testing, after a
program has been tested in detail, and errors have been eliminated. SYSWIN can not change memory
contents of PLC controller in this mode, neither is the change of a program being executed possible. Of
course, when program is finished and tested, PLC begins its new life in command closet, being first set
to RUN mode.

6.10 Monitor mode
In this mode, program execution is possible, as well as editing and monitoring during operation. This is
the most frequently used mode in program development. When this mode has been selected, controller
has an obligation to supply a PC with information which relates to program itself, or more precisely to
status of variables in the program. If we additionally confirm Monitoring option from an Online menu, we
can follow current values of variables on the monitor itself, in real time.
All changes in inputs and outputs can be viewed on the monitor, and status of variables and program
locations used in the program are registered and memorized.

6.11 Program-Stop mode
Choosing this mode simply stops a PLC controller if PLC was in RUN or MONITOR mode. It is used for
data and program transfer to PLC controller.

6.12 Program execution and monitoring
Program transferred from a PC to a PLC starts executing at the moment when you move from a
Stop/Program mode to a Monitor or Run mode. When Monitoring function starts executing, some
sections of the monitor will be shaded (see picture above), and this way you can follow program
execution. Monitoring is active during editing of some program segment, and is stopped at the moment
when a changed section of the program is transferred into a PLC controller.

6.13 Impact on the program during monitoring
During monitoring, you can use the right button on the mouse to call up a menu of some elements of
ladder diagram. Menu that appears when we click on location where address of some bit is positioned,
contains the following elements:

Force Set - used for permanent forced set up of bit status to ON
Force Reset - used for permanent forced set up of bit status to OFF
Cancel - cancels out the forced status
Set (1) - used for a brief change of bit status from OFF to ON status
Reset (0) - used for a brief change of bit status from ON to OFF status
Cancel All - cancels out forced status of all bits
With the help of these options, status of bits can be changed, word contents in controller memory can
also be changed, and all or some of the earlier forced settings can be cancelled out. The concept of
forcing entails forced set up of some input/output to ON or OFF status for program reevaluation. At the
moment when PLC leaves monitoring regime, data on forced bits and words is lost. Simultaneous forcing
and evaluation of contents of a greater number of dimensions, and Data Set Bar is used for this, usually
found at the bottom of the monitor (see previous picture). Editing as well as defining an area in Data Set
Bar is accomplished with a double click following which a corresponding message window appears, and
we write here address for the bit whose status we are following.

6.14 Graphic representation of dimension changes in a program
SYSWIN allows graphic representation of dimensions with time as abscissa. When a monitoring mode is
in use, monitor display changes through time, showing changes in values of monitored dimensions.
Monitor refreshment is done after a reception of each sample where sample intervals are 0,1-65.5
seconds. Graphics saved in this way can be stored for later analysis as a file, or read in an already saved
file.
Procedure for starting graphic monitoring is following:
-

from Editors menu select Time chart monitoring option
from a new tools palette select Trace Configure (pictured as a key).
Fill out message box Configure Time Chart Monitor (see next picture)
From Online menu choose Tracing.

With Trace/Configure command adjust parameters for monitoring. Necessary parameters are Trigger or
an event where saving will begin, sampling period and bits and/or words whose values we are
monitoring. Mapping of a time diagram for dimensions previously specified begins after the last
command.
Quitting is done with a click on a black square icon, and restarting is performed by clicking on an a red
circle icon. Return to the editor with a ladder diagram by clicking on Editors menu and Program editor
submenu.
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Introduction
Programming only related examples make up the first group of examples. They are given as separate
small programs that can later be incorporated into larger ones. Second group consists of examples which
can be applied to some real problems.

7.1 Self-maintenance
Program allows input to remain at ON status even when the condition that brought it to that status
stops. Example in picture below illustrates how use of a key connected to the input IR000.00 changes
IR010.01 output status to ON. By letting the key go, output IR010.01 is not reset. This is because
IR010.01 output keeps itself at status ON through OR circuit (having IR000.00), and it stays in this
status until key at input IR000.01 is pressed. Input IR000.01 is in I connection with the output pin
IR010.01 which cancels out a condition, and resets an IR010.01 bit. Example of self-maintenance is
quite frequent in specific applications. If a user was connected to IR010.01 output, START and STOP
functions could be realized from two keys (without the use of switches). Specifically, input IR000.00
would be a START key, and IR000.01 would be a STOP key.

7.2 Making large time intervals
If it's necessary to make a bigger time interval of 999.9 seconds (9999x0.1s) two linked timers, or a
timer and a counter can be used as in this example. Counter is set to count to 2000, and timer is set to
5 seconds which gives a time interval of 10.000 seconds or 2.77 hours. By executing a condition at

IR000.00 input, timer begins to count. When it reaches the limit, it sets a flag TIM001 which interrupts
the link and simultaneously resets a timer. Once 5 seconds have run out, flag TIM001 changes its status
to ON and executes a condition at the counter input CNT002. When a counter numbers 2000 such
changes in timer flag status, TIM001 sets its flag CNT002 which in turn executes a condition for
IR010.00 to change status to ON. Time that has elapsed from the change of IR000.00 input status to ON
and a change of IR010.00 input status to ON comes to 10.000 seconds.
Ladder Diagram:

7.3 Delays of ON and OFF status
Example shows how to make output (IR010.00) delay as opposed to ?(in relation to ?? unclear meaning)
input (IR000.00). By executing a condition at IR000.00 input, timer TIM000 begins counting a set value
10 in steps of 0.1 seconds each. After one second has elapsed, it set its flag TIM000 which is a condition
in changing output status IR010.00 to ON. Thus we accomplish a delay of one second between ON
status of IR000.00 input and ON status IR010.00 input. By changing IR010.00 output status to ON, half
of the condition for activation of the second timer is executed. Second half of the timer is executed when
IR000.00 input changes status to OFF (normally closed contact). Timer TIM001 sets its flag TIM001 after
one second, and interrupts a condition for keeping an output in ON status.

Ladder Diagram:

7.4 Counter over 9999
If you need to count over 9999 (maximum value for a counter), you can use two connected timers. First
counter counts up to certain value, and the other one counts flag status changes of the first counter.
Thus you get the possibility of counting up to a value which is a result of set values of the first and
second counter. In an example at the bottom, first counter counts up to 1000, and second up to 20
which allows you to count to 20000. By executing a condition at IR000.00 input (line whose changes are
followed is brought to it), first counter decreases its value by one. This is repeated until counter arrives
at zero when it sets its flag CNT001 and simultaneously resets itself (is made ready for a new cycle of
counting from 1000 to 0). Each setting of CNT001 influences the other counter which sets its flag after
twenty settings of the first counter's flag. By setting CNT002 flag of the second counter, a condition is
executed for an IR010.00 output to be activated and to stay in that status through self-maintenance.

Ladder Diagram:

Same effect can be achieved with a modified program below. First change is that there is a "switch" for
the whole program, and this is IR000.00 input (program can accomplish its function only while this
switch is active). Second change is that the line whose status is followed is brought to IR000.01 input.
The rest is the same as in the previous version of the program. Counter CNT002 counts status changes
of the CNT001 counter flag. When it numbers them, it changes the status of its flag CNT002 which
executes the condition for status change of IR010.00 output. This changes IR010.00 output status after
20000 changes of input IR000.01.
Ladder Diagram:

7.5 Alternate ON-OFF output
Example makes a certain number of impulses of desired duration at PLC controller IR010.00 output.
Number of impulses is given in instruction of the counter (here it is a constant #0010 or ten impulses)
impulse duration in two timer instructions. First timer defines duration of ON status, and second one
duration of OFF status of IR010.00 output bit. In the example these two durations are the same, but
through assigning them different parameters they can differ so that duration of ON status can be
different from duration of OFF status.

Program starts executing a condition at IR000.00 bit. Since a normally closed contact which refers to
counter flag (that isn't set ) is linked with this IR000.00 bit in "I" circuit, this status of IR200.00 bit will
change to ON. Bit IR200.00 keeps its status through self-maintenance until counter flag is not set and a
condition interrupted.
When an IR200.00 bit is set, timers TIM001 and TIM002 start counting a set interval number at 0.1 s (

in the example, this number is 10 for the first timer, or 20 for the second timer, and this sets the period
of one or two seconds). With both timers, a normally closed contact which refers to TIM002 timer flag is
connected with IR200.00 bit. When this flag is set which happens every two seconds, both timers are
reset. Timer TIM002 resets timer TIM001 and itself, and this starts a new cycle.
At the start of a program, IR010.00 output bit changes status to ON and stays in this status until
TIM001 flag changes status to ON (after one second). By changing TIM001 flag status to ON, condition is
broken (because it is represented as normally closed contact) and IR010.00 bit changes status to OFF.
IR010.00 output status changes to ON again when time has run out on TIM002 timer. This resets
TIM001 timer and its flag which in turn executes a condition for status change of the IR010.00 output.
Cycle is thus repeated until a counter numbers 10 changes of TIM001 flag status. With the change of
status of CNT000 counter flag, a condition for an assisting bit IR200.00 is broken, and program stops
working.
Ladder Diagram:

7.6 Automation of parking garage
We are dealing with a simple system that can control 100 car at the maximum. Each time a car enters,
PLC automatically adds it to a total sum of other cars found in the garage. Each car that comes out will
automatically be taken off. When 100 cars park, a signal will turn on signalizing that a garage is full and

notifying other drivers not to enter because there is no space available.

Signal from a sensor at the garage entrance sets bit IR200.00. This bit is a condition for execution of the
following two instructions in a program. First instruction resets carry bit CY (it is always done before
some other calculation that would influence it), and the other instruction adds one to a number of cars in
word HR00, and a sum total is again stored in HR00. HR memory space is selected for storing a total
number of cars because this keeps the status even after supply stops.
Symbol "#" in addition and subtraction instructions defines decimal constant that is being added or
subtracted from a number of cars already in the garage. Condition for executing comparison instruction
CPM is always executed because bit SR253.13 is always set; this practically means that comparison will
be done in each cycle regardless whether car has entered or left the garage.
Signal lamp for "garage full" is connected to an output IR010.00. Working of the lamp is controlled by
EQ (equal) flag at address SR255.06 and GR (greater than) flag at address SR255.05. Both bits are in
OR connection with an output IR010.00 where the signal lamp is. This way lamp will emit light when a
number of cars is greater than or equal to 100. Number of cars in a real setting can really be greater
than 100 because some untrusting driver may decide to check whether there is any space left, and so a
current number of cars can increase from a 100 to 101. When he leaves the garage, a number of cars
goes down to 100 which is how many parking spots there are in fact.
Ladder diagram:

7.7 Operating a charge and discharge process
Charge and discharge of a reservoir is a common process in industry as well as a need for mixing two or
more substances. By using automated valves this process can be completely automated. Let's say that
fluid used in the example is water, and that a reservoir has to be filled up and emptied four times.
When you push T1 on the operating panel, valve V1 opens and a reservoir starts filling up with water. At
the same time, motor M of the mixer starts working. When the reservoir fills up, water level goes up and
reaches the level set by a sensor S1. V1 valve closes and motor of the mixer stops. Valve V2 opens
then, and a reservoir starts emptying. When water level falls below the level set by a sensor S2, valve
V2 closes. By repeating the same cycle four times, lamp that indicates end of a cycle is activated.
Pressing T1 key will start a new cycle.

Both types of differentiators are used in this example. You can get an idea of what their role is from
picture below. Level S1 and S2 sensors provide information on whether fluid level goes beyond a
specified value. This type of information is not important when you wish to know whether fluid level goes
up or down in a certain sequence. Mainly, event of approaching the upper level, or a moment when fluid
that fills up a reservoir goes beyond upper level and activates sensor S1 is detected in segment 3 of a
ladder diagram. Brief activation of IR200.02 output has as a consequence a turn off of an output V1
(valve for water, prevents further flow of water but also motor operation in the mixer). Moment prior to
this (segment 5) valve V2 turns on which marks a beginning of fluid outflow. Other two differentiators
(in segments 6 and 7) have a task of registering events such as closing a valve MV2 and drop in fluid
level below allowed minimum.

Ladder diagram:

7.8 Automation of product packaging
Product packaging is one of the most frequent cases for automation in industry. It can be encountered
with small machines (ex. packaging grain like food products) and large systems such as machines for
packaging medications. Example we are showing here solves the classic packaging problem with few
elements of automation. Small number of needed inputs and outputs provides for the use of CPM1A PLC
controller which represents simple and economical solution.

By pushing START key you activate Flag1 which represents an assisting flag (Segment 1) that comes up
as a condition in further program (resetting depends only on a STOP key). When started, motor of an
conveyor for boxes is activated. The conveyor takes a box up to the limit switch, and a motor stops then
(Segment 4). Condition for starting a conveyor with apples is actually a limit switch for a box. When a
box is detected, a conveyor with apples starts moving (Segment 2). Presence of the box allows counter
to count 10 apples through a sensor used for apples and to generate counter CNT010 flag which is a
condition for new activation of a conveyor with boxes (Segment 3). When the conveyor with boxes has
been activated, limit switch resets counter which is again ready to count 10 apples. Operations repeat
until STOP key is pressed when condition for setting Flag1 is lost. Picture below gives a time diagram for
a packaging line signal.

Ladder diagram:

7.9 Automation of storage door
Storage door or any door for that matter can be automated, so that man does not have to be directly
involved in their being opened or closed. By applying one three-phased motor where you can change
direction of its movement, doors can be lifted up and lowered back down. Ultrasonic sensor is used in
recognizing presence of a vehicle by the doors, and photo-electric sensor is used to register a passing
vehicle. When a vehicle approaches, the doors move up, and when a vehicle passes through the door (a
ray of light is interrupted on photo-electric sensor) they lower down.

By setting a bit IR000.00 at the PLC controller input where ultrasonic sensor is connected, output
IR010.00 (a switch is attached to this output) is activated, so that a motor lifts the doors up. Aside from
this condition, the power source for lifting the doors must not be active (IR010.01) and the doors must
not be in upper position already (IR000.02). Condition for upper limit switch is given as normally closed,
so change of its status from OFF to ON (when doors are lifted) will end a condition for bit IR010.00
where power source for lifting the doors is (Segment 1).
Photo-electric switch registers a vehicle that passes by, and sets flag IR200.00. DIFD instruction is used.
This instruction is activated when a condition that precedes it changes status from ON to OFF. When a
vehicle passes through a door, it interrupts a ray and bit IR000.01 status changes from ON to OFF
(Segment 2).

By changing status of an assisting flag from OFF to ON a condition for lowering a door is executed
(Segment 3). Aside from this condition, it is necessary that a unit power source for lifting a door is
turned off, and that door is not in lower position already. Bit which operates this power source for
lowering, IR010.01 is automatic, so doors are lowered until they come to the bottom limit switch which
is represented in a condition as normally closed. Its status change from OFF to ON interrupts a condition
of the power source for lowering doors. With oncoming new vehicle, cycle is repeated.
Ladder diagram:

